
Activate Your Employees’ Health and Wellness
Design a workspace to fit in with you and reach new levels of wellness, whatever way you 
work. There are numerous wellness benefits to working in a healthy ergonomic workplace 
which is designed to fit and meet your personal needs.

The average person spends 90,000 hours working. On a daily basis this equates to 7 hours per 
day at their desk, it’s therefore really important to take time and manage your well being and 
take note of any early signs of MSDs. 

What Are the Benefits of a Healthy,  
Wellness Focused Workplace?
At Kensington, we have the opportunity to offer total 
wellness solution, across a number of categories, 
in a way that allows customers to immediately 
understand the benefits of achieving employees' 
optimal well being while working.

of organizations offer 
wellness programs60%

53% of organizations want to create 
a culture that promotes health 
and wellness

CURRENTLY



SmartFit® Explained
Complying with ergonomic standards doesn’t have to be a pain. The Kensington SmartFit® 
system eliminates the complication, confusion, and high cost of giving your employees safe, 
comfortable ergonomic workstations.

Why SmartFit®? Our SmartFit® products are quick and easy to set up. Using our “handy” guide, 
you can simply adjust your product to your personal comfort color setting.

Our simple color coded system allows users to adjust to the perfect fit in seconds, leaving you 
time to deal with more important projects.

Rise to the Occasion
Having your screen at eye level is such a better way to work .  
Our monitor stands help you avoid hunching over while you work  
at your desk keeping your posture in a neutral position .  
You also reduce twisting your spine and overextending your  
neck, which can lead to back and neck problems.

SmartFit® One-Touch Height 
Adjustable Single Monitor Arm

K55470

K55471 (dual-arm)

CoolView™ Wellness Monitor 
Stand with Desk Fan

K55855WW

K55460WW (with air purifier)

K55464WW (with heater)

 
Anti-Fatigue Mat

K55401WW

 
Monitor Stand with  
SmartFit® System

K52786WW (black) 
K52797WW (extra wide)

SmartFit® Easy Riser® Go  
Adjustable Ergonomic Laptop  
Riser and Cooling Stand

K50422WW (black)



Put your feet up, rest easy,  
we’ve got your back.
Neutral body position is where the head is level, the 
forearms are parallel to the floor, and the back, legs, 
and feet are fully supported.

FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT:

1.855.692.0054 • sales@kensington.com
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SmartFit® SoleMate™  
Foot Rest

K50345WW (Pro Elite)

K50409WW (Pro Ergonomic)

K50416WW

SmartFit® SoleMate™  
Foot Rest

K52789WW (Plus - Black)

K56146USF (Plus - Gray)

K50416WW (Comfort)

 
SmartFit® Mouse Pad

K55793AM

SmartFit® Conform Back Rest

K60412WW

Premium Cool-Get Seat Cushion

K55807WW

ErgoSoft™ Wrist Rest Mouse Pad

K50437WW (gray)

K558888WW (black)


